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HIVE
Deliberation: understanding 
and articulating the 
problem.

Collectively imagining goals 
and paths forward to 
alternative futures.

Build familiarity 
while engaging 

with diverse 
perspectives.





boycott

record

share

[Chan et al., 2017; Siangliulue et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2011]



intermixing ideas

boycott

record

share

boycott record boycott

[Chan et al., 2017; Siangliulue et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2011]



Mere exposure to other people’s ideas 
doesn’t actually influence us.

[Rogers, 2010; Choi & Thompson, 2005]

boycott

record

share

boycott record boycott



intermixing people

boycott record

[Choi & Thompson, 2005]



Network Rotation

1. form teams
2. manage membership, iteratively weaving people together 
from distant parts of the network



Network Rotation

what are the conditions for effective network rotation?



Network Rotation

talk to people you are 
familiar with

How to make network rotation effective?

[Van De Ven et al., 1976; Salehi et al., 2017]



Network Rotation

talk to people you are 
familiar with

engage with diverse 
perspectives 

How to make network rotation effective?

[Sutton & Hargadon, 1996; Huckman et al., 2011][Van De Ven et al., 1976; Salehi et al., 2017]



Network Rotation

talk to people you are 
familiar with

tie strength

engage with diverse 
perspectives 

network efficiency

How to make network rotation effective?

[Van De Ven et al., 1976; Salehi et al. 2017] [Sutton & Hargadon, 1996; Huckman et al., 2011]



Deployments

controlled experiment
quality of proposals 
increased
psychological safety 
remained consistent

field deployment
Mozilla accessibility advocates



Balancing 
familiarity and 

engagement with 
diverse 

perspectives.

HIVE

network rotation
controlled experiment
Mozilla field deployment
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Network Rotation

manage membership, iteratively weaving people together from 
distant parts of the network



Network Rotation



Network Rotation



Network Rotation



Network Rotation



Network Rotation



Network Rotation

weighted undirected graph

• tie strength: familiarity between two people

[Argote 1984; Van De Ven et al., 1976; Hackman 2002; Gruenfeld et al, 1996;  Harrison et al., 2003; Huckman et al., 
2009; Lave & Wenger, 1991]



tie strength



tie strength



tie strength



Network Rotation

weighted undirected graph

• tie strength: familiarity between two people
• average pairwise number of rounds people have worked together

• network efficiency: how closely knit the network is

[Latora & Marchiori, 2001; Lazer & Friedman, 2007; Reagans & McEvily, 2003; Burt, 2009]



network efficiency



network rotation

weighted undirected graph

• tie strength: familiarity between two people
• average pairwise number of rounds people have worked together

• network efficiency: how closely knit the network is
• average pairwise shortest path between every two people



network rotation



network rotation



network rotation
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network rotation



network rotation



network rotation

exponential possible solutions
team composition changing, so impossible to know value of 
single move



network rotation: stochastic search

take all possible moves
stochastic search on subsets 
of moves
choose the best subset



network rotation

loop 100,000 times
move a random person to a random team in current solution
if the move increases f(G)

add this move to current solution
if Random() < !

remember best solution so far and restart



HIVE
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controlled experiment
Amazon Mechanical Turk
designing a neighborhood commons 

participants: 115 people, 29 teams, N=87 final proposals (3 per team)

three conditions: control, network rotation, network efficiency

measure: expert score on openIDEO rubric



controlled experiment
Amazon Mechanical Turk
designing a neighborhood commons 

participants: 115 people, 29 teams, N=87 final proposals (3 per team)

three conditions: control, network rotation, network efficiency

measure: expert score on openIDEO rubric



controlled experiment: results

Linear regression on score: network rotation condition significantly better than control 
(p < 0.05), but unconstrained rotation was n.s. 



psychological safety
“Members of this team are able to bring up problems and tough issues.”
“Working with members of this team, my unique skills and talents are valued and utilized.”

[Edmondson, 1999]



psychological safety
Two-way ANOVA (team status x phase): significant interaction (p<.001), driven by 
decreasing scores for people moved on later days

[McGrath et al., 2000; Rink et al., 2013]
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Accessibility Design Drive

over one hundred disability experts, designers, and programmers
reached out to disabled people to join as team leads, $150 gift card
85% completion rate



Mozilla deployment



Mozilla deployment



Membership change brought new 
perspectives but added effort 

Meeting new people was great. Mixing ideas was very helpful, 
especially as people dropped in and out later in the week.



Membership change brought new 
perspectives but added effort 

Meeting new people was great. Mixing ideas was very helpful, 
especially as people dropped in and out later in the week.

I liked bringing in fresh ideas every day. Gave a different/new 
perspective [. . . but ] sometimes you build good working relationships 
with others and do not want to lose them. 



Anonymity made people more comfortable in 
sharing their stories. 

Wow, that didn’t even feel like an hour! [...] I’m loving this! This is stuff I 
never talk about, it’s helping me realize some things about myself that I 
was blind to before I started talking about it here. Thank you all. 
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Thank you participants! 



build familiarity while engaging 
with diverse perspectives

Hive: Collective Design Through 
Network Rotation
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